CHAPTER V
\

A CONVERSATION WITH PERC'T' DANFORTH
t1ay.1985
A nnArbor, Michigan

BL: HoLU old LUere you LUhen you first heard of the bones?
po: About eight years old. When LUe moved to Washington, D.C., I

started school at Webb School in northeast Wash'lngton. At recess
time that first day, some of the kids out on the playground pulled
--- 'hese spare rib bones out of their pockets and just started ratt 1i ng
them. I LUas flabbergasted, of course, LUent home and told my dad all
about this. I started to tell him a little bit about it and he said, "Oh
yes. Those are the bones of Mr. Endman in the minstrel shoLU." He told
me a little something about the minstrel shoLUs and LUe got slats out
of an old shutter. He shoLUed me hoLU to hold these and hoLU to get
some 1nitia1 rattles out of them. That LUas in the fall of 1908.
But it LUas the next summer LUe kids used to play out in front of
Isaac Clayman's grocery store dOLUn on the street corner. There LUas
an expanse of concrete sideLUa1k there at the intersect10n and at the
curb LUas an old gas lamplight. Street l1ghts LUeren't electrified in
Washington yet. Fifteenth and F Street LUas just on the border of
--- tOLUn then. Beyond there LUere fields and marshes and there LUas a
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black communit~ where there were no paved streets, no street lights,
- othing. The streets were still macadam out in that part of
Washington. These black fellows used to like to come over to this
street corner. And no conversation--nothing.

The~'d

get some sand

out of the gutter and sprinkle it on the sidewalk under the old gas

.

•

lamp light. We kids would get back into the background. The~'d get
these standi ng rib bones out of the'ir pockets and soft-shoe sand
dance under there. So I watched that all summer and it kind of gave
me a feeling down in the soles of m~ shoes that this would be k'jnd of
fun. So through the ~ears I ratt led the bones a litt Ie bit. And I sa~
"ratt led" because I like to differentiate between "ratt Ii ng the bones"
and "p layi ng the bones." So that's how I found out about them.
But at that time, everybody knew about the bones. Ever~bod~ knew
_about minstrel shows, and ever~bod~ knew about "Brother Bones," the
endman in the minstrel shows. The~ knew about Mr. Tambo, Mr.
Interlocutor, and the whole thing. But the bones were what people
kind of concentrated on in their appreciation of the minstrel show.
BL: What do the terms "endman" and "interlocutor" refer to?
PO: The format of the troupe was usuall~ something like this: they
came out on the stage, right out to the foot lights and formed part of
the arc of a circle, with the two ends of the arc out toward the
audience. On one end of this arc was Mr. Tambo, who played the
tambourine. In the center was the suave M.e., Mr. Interlocutor--of
course these fellows were blackface--and on the other end was Mr.
Bones who played the rhythm bones. In between this trio were fiddlers
and banjo players and Singers. That was the part of the minstrel
r--

,''''''
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show that was--of course there were other parts to it too--but this
----- as the part that everybody was so excited about.
BL: Would they all play together or take turns, or ...
PO: They all played together, "The Camptown Races,"l "Oh! Susanna,"
and a lot of bouncy stuff like that.
Mr. Bones of course used bones that were ebony bones or bone
bones, that is, made out of bone, so that they would make plenty of
noise because he wanted the bones to be heard above everything.
BL: Where did people get ebony bones? Now, ebony is rather
expensive and hard to come by, isn't it?
PO: Yes. I have ebony bones. But I'm surprised at how many ebony
bones there are. They turn up. I don't know where people got them.
BL: Where did you get yours?
ftO: The first pair of ebony bones I got was at a flea market out at
Arborland. 2 I had stopped by, was looking around, and among other
things saw some ebony bones. I asked the man about them and he said,
"Well frankly, they've been lying around my place so long I haven't any
idea what to do with them. If you want them, you can have them."
There was another one of these flea markets out on Ann ArborSaline Road. A friend who was in a workshop of mine brought in two
pairs of ebony bones to the workshop. I asked him where in the world
he got them and he said that he got them at this flea market, He had,
as I recall, half a dozen pairs of these bones.

lThe actual title of Foster's song is "Gwone to Run All Night" or
'-e Camptown Races,"
-r\ shopping mall in Ann Arbor, Michigan,
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Then I got another pair. I played with the Plymouth Symphony
Orchestra and after that I got a letter from a woman in Plymouth
[Michigan] who said, "My husband used to play the bones. But he had
different kind of bones--they're black. If you would be interested in
them--they have a historical background--I'd like to send them to you."

.

And she did; they were two pairs of ebony bones. So there were lots
of them, But I've never played with them. I just have them to show
audiences what a piercing, disagreeable sound they make. They
wouldn't fit into any kind of ensemble at all.
BL: But weren't ebony bones used in the minstrel shows?
PO: Oh yes. They definitely were.
BL: They sounded just as disagreeable then?
PO: But what could sound more disagreeable than anything in the
,-. minstrel show? (laughter) Just loud and sharp.
BL: When you were growing up, did you get to see minstrel shows?
Were they still around then?
PO: There were lots of them, but I didn't see any minstrel shows. I
just heard about them. Everybody would talk about them, but I never
got to one;
The first minstrel show I ever really saw or got involved with was
over in Dexter [MichiganJ. There was a man from Atlanta, Georgia that
came up and organized it. I remember distinctly at our first meeti ng
that he was talking about the organization and somebod~ in the group
said, "But of course we can't blackface." He said, "The hell we can't
blackfacel Down in Atlanta when we give a minstrel show we
blackface and we're going to blackface herel" So there w a s '
~-

blackfacingl
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BL: When was that?
-- PO: Oh, that was six or seven years ago.
BL: Is the list of rudiments 1 we've talked about before something
ljou've come up with yourself, or were those things taught to ljou when
ljou learned how to play?
PO: I think I've refined that somewhat to rudiments and elements. 2
There are only two rudiments, the staccato tap and the triplet. Out of
those two, all these other things can be made. Now I've listened to
recordings of the Chieftains,3 and I've watched many, many people
play the bones. I think the difference between them and me is that
I've been fortunate to spend about 75~ of mlj life with musicians.. And
musicians are a gang of perfectionists. They look at their
'instruments and wonder what they can do with them, talk about what
_

they have done with them, and so on. So I looked at my simple bones
and began to wonder about them. Of course I'm interested in rhythm
patterns. You can't be involved that way without beginning to have
things happen. So the more I wondered about this, the more potential
I saw. For example, you can put two of these fundamental triplets
together with a tap and make a seven tap roll. So just playing with
them and playing with them and thinking about it, being sensitive to
what ljou accidentally do, you begin to recognize some of these things.
So we get a list of elements.

~

1The term "rudiments" as used in the world of traditional
Western percussion usually refers to a specific rhythm pattern
20 an forth defines "taps" and "triplets", the two basic sounds
made by the bones, as rudiments. He defines "elements" as
specific rhythmic patterns consisting of taps and triplets in
various combinations.
3An Irish folk ensemble.

••
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BL: So the list of elements is prettid much idour own creation.
/"""-':)0: Oh, nobody has ever looked at this the waid I have.
BL: What tidpes of music do you like to plaid with, or what tidpes of
music do idoU think are appropriate to plaid with?
PO: I like to think of it in these terms. I find that now that I have

••

played the bones as much as I have, I don't have to think of how I hold
them anymore. I know just by going through the motions what it
would sound like if I had bones in mid hands. And so I have enjolded the
1

bones, for example, while 1 m soaking in the shower. (chuCkle) I
started this with Gottscha'lk's Bamboula. I could repeat Gottschalk's
Bamboula five times on one side of a ninety-minute tape. I'd start the
tape going and the shower going and plaid the bones--except that I
wouldn't have any bones. In a situation like that I have enjoyed the
__ kinesthetics of playing the bones. I can hear the bones because I
know what everld move would sound like if I had the bones. That's all
apropos to the fact that I have felt about the bones in the same terms
that a dancer must feel relative to him and the dance or her and the
dance. So I try to show people who are interested in the bones that
essentially this is a dance. You play the bones from the soles of your
shoes right up. Sometimes I'd say "from the seat of the pants up" but
it's better tithe soles of the shoes up" because that gets all of idoU
involved in it. Then, anything that you can dance to, you can play the
bones to.
BL: That covers a lot of territoryl
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PO: When I began p la~i ng the bones with C.P.E. Bach and Mozart and a
/- few fo'iks like that, Fran 1 had big crocodile tears! I think we've done
"Turkish Rondo."2
BL: Yes.

po: Well for heaven's sake, it invites

ever~thing the

bones can

contributel It's a long wa~ around about answering the question, but
that's the wa~ I feel about it. Now there's a tendenc~ for peop Ie who
pla~

the bones to think in terms of reels and hornpipes and jigs and so

on. But ~ou can get over 'into all this other stuff that invites much,
much more.
BL: In other words, ~ou p1a~ with a wide variet~ of music.
PO: I've experimented qUite a bit with the eastern end of the
II
7
IS'
Mediterranean: cg meter, i ' g --that kind of stuff. I went to
_

Princeton to do some workshops and a fellow there was ver~ much
interested in the folk dancing of the eastern end of the Mediterranean.
He took me over one night after a workshop to watch these dances. I
think one of the nicest things I've ever watched relative to folk
dancing was to see about fort~ people in a circle, all doing these
dances to music that rea11~ curls your hairl Those dances are reall~
involved. To see ever~ foot doing just the same thing--it was
beautiful. It's hard stuff to do bones withl (chuckle)
BL: Yes, I imagine it would bel Most of the music we play with is in
duple or triple meter, not in an odd meter.

lFrances Danforth, Percy's wife.
2The third movement of Mozart's Piano Sonata in A, K. 331, also
known as "A 11a Tvrca." When I was studying the bones with
/'~ Percy, this movement was one of the first pieces he gave me to
practice.

••
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PO: That's just what I was going to sa~ ... three beats, two beats,
--- three beats, three beats, two beats. But there have been a lot of
other things to work on so I haven't concentrated on that.
BL: When you've traveled to different folk festivals, have ~ou noticed
a difference in the way people play the bones or how a bones p1a~er

••

plays with music?
. PO: What has happened generally at folk festivals is that people
haven't seen the bones.
BL: They're not very common?
PO: Except where I've been before. So man~, many people come up and
they're flabbergasted to see this white-haired old bunny come out and
play the bones. But frequently, somebody will come up who will pick
up a pair of bones and rattle them a little bit. He used to do it, his
__ granddaddy showed him how to do it, or ~ackety-~ak. But all they know
is just a simple rattle. And not even rattles with taps in between ...
no patterns; they just know how to rattle them. I was shipped down
to the Florida State Folk Festival to play the bones. They have a
bones player down there that has been considered the champion bones
player of Florida. He did a lot of bones ratt 1i ng and then he had the
jawbone of some critter with the teeth loose in it. He could rub some
kind of a stick over it and rattle the bones. Then he invited me to
play. ObViously he was amazed. When I finished, I stood down by the
little stage. He put his jawbone down and whatever else he had and
got off the stage and walked over to me and stuck out his hand and
said, "You're the champ!" (chuckle)

--_._--....
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There are people who have been associated with the bones like
-- Nicholas Driver in England; he sent me a record he made over there. 1
On the jacket there was a blurb about how he had made the recording
to preserve the ancient art of bones playing. The bones playing on the
album is very, very simple. No change in dynamics, no change in

••

anything.
BL: He just plays straight rolls?
PO: It's just straight; there's a little break but nothing very exciting
that happens. Now I played with him over there. 2 We went up to
IpSWich where his mother and dad live. His dad is an old bones player.
The only things we played were some "marchy" kinds of things--slow-
and I think they were in

~

time. Now the old gent could throw a .bone

up in the air and catch it without missing a beat--this kind of stuff-
_

but it was no bones playing. The potential of the bones has not been
recognized. So these are the kinds of things I keep running across.
BL: Is the technique of holding the bones the same in the British
tradition as the way you play?
PO: No. You see, they have a different kind of bones. They're made all
together different than our bones. They're thin on one end and get
heavy on the other; they get wide and flat. The reason why they're
heavy on the one end is because the movable bone 3 is a kind of
pendulum; it SWings in there. It's just held in there so it can SWing,

,.-

1The recording referred to here is Bare Bones; The Tradjtjonal
Art of Bones Pla~ing Greenwich Vi1lage, GVR 202, 1978.
20an forth did a tour in England in 1980 with Clare Jones, piano,
and Alistair Anderson, English concertina and Northumbrian
small pipes. The repertoire consisted of traditional British folk
music.
3The bone which is held between the second and third fingers.

---
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instead of be1ng spr1ng-loaded so that ~ou can get a nice series of
fast taps. Those are rosewood bones that Nicholas Driver makes and
se lls over there. He gave me a set of them, but I can't use them. I
would use them the other way around for a change in sound, but that's
the opposite of the way they play.l Now do you know the Chiefta1ns?

.

•

BL: Yes.
PO: Do you remember on the cover of one of the Ch1eftains' albums
they have a picture of all the1r exotic instruments? Down 1n the
foreground is a pa1r of stand1ng rib bones. Those are the bones that
their bones player uses, just one pa1r. They use those bones for the
sole purpose of introducing a color, like a French horn.
BL: Just to add variety.
PO: It just adds var1ety. The beat is very, very slmple, but the color
_

is n1ce. Then the bones player will put those down and will pick up his
bodhran 2 and do the same simple things with the bodhran.
BL: It sounds like there's a really different conception of playing in
England.
PO: Oh yes, altogether d1fferent. One hand. 3
lU.lhen Danforth uses these bones he plays them with the heavy
ends between his fingers and the light ends hanging down
Br1t1sh bones players play with the light ends up and the heavy
ends down.
2A large single-headed drum resembling a tambourine without
jingles, whose diameter 1S approx1mately 22".
3Nicholas Driver and his father, Aubrey Dr1ver, have been
photographed while playing the bones with a pair of bones in
each hand. (See liner notes, Bare Bones. Greenwich Village, GVR
202, 1978.J Yet Danforth mainta1ns that in actual practice,
Nicholas Driver and his father only played with one pair of
bones. Their style of playing differs from Danforth's in that
they tend to play one pattern repeatedly. or they will follow the
rhythm of the tune they are playing. Danforth's playing tends to
have more variety and is much more syncopated.
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BL: Just one hand?
~oO:

When I played over there I played in pubs. Those people weren't

particularly interested in what I was doing. I think they thought it
was kind of cute that an old guy would be doing those things with a
pair of bones. They were amazed that the bones were made of wood.
But there wasn't much comment about them at all.
BL: Were you doing things that people there usually wouldn't do?
po: They wouldn't begin to do those things.

BL: You mentioned that when you
father

~ou

pla~ed

with Nicholas Driver and his

played some "marchy" kinds of things. Did

~ou

ever hear a

bones player there do anything else?
PO: No.
BL: The Chieftains playa lot of jigs, hornpipes and reels. Of course
__ they're Irish, but from the same part of the world.
PO: Oh yes. But the philosophy in the British Isles seems to prevail. I
didn't see any two-hand bones playing there.
BL: When you were taught how to play, did most people just play with
one hand, or did people play with two hands?
PO: My dad showed me one hand. And all through the years I just
ratt led the bones with one hand, one pair. But then Fran took a
graduate course in the his tory of music. I thi nk I told you about ho w
the question about the bones came up and I was invited to
demonstrate the bones. I thought, "Boy, just to go over there and
show them about the bones with one hand isn't anything. I better get
busy and do this with two hands." For two or three weeks or so I just
worked my tail off getting to the place where I could do this with two

.•
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hands. Then I began to see the po'tential of the bones. I worked, I
think, every night.
Then I began to hear Fran do things on the piano that sounded as if
the'::l'd be swell with the bones--pla'::ling three beats with one hand and
two with the other hand. Those are nice rh'::lthm patterns I So I've

.•

been subjected to stuff that would make '::lou wonder about the
potential of the bones.
BL: From the time that you learned how to play to the time that '::lou
began playing with two hands, did you play with other groups very
much?
po: No, not with other groups. llihat would happen would be if I was

setting the table I might pick up a couple of knives and play. Or when I
was the elementary art teacher in the Monroe [Michigan] school
-

s'::lstem I thought, "Well gee, these kids ought to have rulers," So I
went out into the community and got somebody to contribute a bunch
of rulers. I passed these rulers out the first day. Of course the kids
were fencing with them and were banging them around. I said, "Now
just wait a minute. If you want to hear what you

real1~

ought to be

doing with these rulers, I'll show you what to do." So I picked up a
couple of rulers and rattled the bones. And we didn't have any more
trouble after that I
BL: After playing for Fran's class did you begin to play more with
musicians?

l:I'.• ·.
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PO: Well sure. Right off the bat Professor Borroff 1 said, "Gee, this is
-- lell. We're giving a colloquium on earllj American music around 1840.
And it would be swell if ljou could do the bones for us." This was in
Pease Auditorium. 2 So Evelljn Avsharian, who was on the violin
facult~

at EMU, and I got together and worked up the first thi ng we

ever did in public, "Devil Among the Tailors."3 Bones and fiddle. Of
course I was flabbergasted when this thing just about brought the
house down. Nobodlj had ever seen anljthing like that before. I had
learned to do it with two hands in a verlj elementarlj kind of walj. I
didn't realllj know how to plalj the bones ljet. Just enough so that we
got awalj with it. In other words, I hadn't concentrated on plaljing the
bones the walj I have in recent ljears.
BL: It seems like ljou've done a lot of plaljing in the past few ljears.
A'1n't ljou go to qUite a few folk festivals in the summer?
PO: Oh ljes.
BL: Where have ljou gone?
PO: This summer I was scheduled for Boston--I was at Boston last
year--but I didn't go. That's the New England Folk Festival. I had a
conflict. I'm scheduled for the Summer Solstice Festival in Los
Angeles the weekend after next. I've been invited to Winnipeg. I go to
The Mariposa Fo'lk Festival just outside of Toronto, the Old Songs

1A former Professor of Music History at Eastern Michigan
University (EMU) in Ypsilanti, Michigan, now teaching at SUNY in
Binghamton, New York.
2The performing arts hall at EMU.
3Performed as part of a Collegium Musicum concert at EMU,
):Jarch 21. 1972. "Devil Among the Tailors" is a fiddle tune
:luded in "John Turner's Liber," 1788, Connecticut Historical
~ociety, Hartford, Connecticut.
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Festival at Altamont, just outside of

Alban~,

and the Philadelphia

Festival. Next weekend I'm scheduled to be in Marshall, Michigan. And
then Albion and Jackson and the Wheatland Festival up in Remus,
Michigan. And of course a lot of local stuff.
BL: Yes, ~ou seem to make your wa'::l around here too! You've been all •

•

over.

po: Oh yes. We've covered the countr'::l prett'::l well except down in the
South and Southwest. Although I've played in Arizona.
BL: In your travels have you ever come across another bones player in
addition to the fellow in Florida?

po: Again, there are one-handed rattlers.
BL: But "rattlers," not bones "pla'::lers."

po: They're just all ratt lers. They don't think in the same terms as 1
do. They don't think in terms of ensemble. Of course, 1 do a lot of
bones a cappella, just bones improvisation alone. You walk out on the
stage in a place like Alice Tully Hall of Lincoln Center,l just me and the
bones; it's qUite an interesting challenge. Unless you have a ver'::l
deep-seated feeling that what you do people are going to be
interested in, you haven't any idea when you walk out. You just can't
imagine what you're going to do. And when the'::l hear all this variety
of patterns, it's something elsel
BL: That concert was pretty well received, wasn't it?
PO: Oh yes. (chuckle) But to get back to the question of other bones
players, nobody had ever thought of this kind of thing. I think I've told

10an forth gave a performance in Alice Tully Hall at Lincoln
Center with Joan Morris and William Bolcom on Sunday, March 6,
1983.
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~ou that I p la~ with Madcat Ruth. 1 He p la~s his jew's-harp and ~ou

--

have to think in terms of ensemble again. So I use a white pine bone
and a strip of the thi n end of a cedar shingle. This makes a series of
butterfl~

touches that's perfectl~ compatib 1e with what comes out of

a jew's-harp. Nobod~ has ever done an~thing like that with the bones. •
•
BL: When ~ou're going to pla~ with somebod~, what issues do ~ou think
about? What sorts of things do

~ou

think about to make an ensemble a

good ensemble?

PO: If I'm going to

pla~

with a banjo, that's different from pla~ing

with a classical gUitar. Now if it's a banjo, I just pla~ the bones
normall~--just normal

stance on the bones. If it's a classical gUitar,

in order to control the d~namics of the thing, that's when I like to plaid
the bones "off side"2 a little bit so that I'm plalding on the edges of
_

the bones. It controls the dldnamics and the color of the sound.
U.lhen I recorded with a rock band I found out that the bones, like
crumpling paper, "take" on a record·ing. Since then, whenever I've done

an~ recording, I usuall~ choke the stationar~ bone. 3 But even then
the~

stick out. The people at the controls have to turn the bones

down. It's surprising. So these are all the ensemble considerations.
Sometimes I've kept the same idea in m"ind when I've pla~ed Lamb's

'A well-known folk musician, originally from Ann Arbor.
2A technique used to change the timbre and dynamic level of the
bones. (See Chapter II, Yar~in~ Tone Color and Pitch. #1, p. 91,)
3The bone held between the first and second fingers is raised
so that there are approximately two inches of the bone below
the second finger and approximately three and one-half inches
of the bone above the second finger. (See Chapter II, Yaq~jng
T one Color and Pitch. -3, p. 93 for a photograph and further
explanation).

I
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Ragtime Nightingale. I used a white pine bone and a balsa bone for a
soft-shoe effect.
BL: What sorts of things do '=Iou consider when ~ou're preparing to
perform a particular piece?
••

po: I don't qUite follow.
BL: When '=I0u've worked with me on a particular piece,

~ou've

said,

"Here's a nice place that invites a change of texture. There, 'X' would
work bet ter than 'Y.''' How do ~ou go about decidi ng th; ngs like that?
PO: I guess just down inside of

~ou

somethi ng

sa~s,

"This sounds like

this and it would be swell to have this kind of something to go with
it." Either that or a counter rhythm. It's just something '=Iou kind of
have to fee 1.

-

BL: Have ~our ideas of what is appropriate to play with certain kinds
of music changed over the years as ~ou've pla~ed?
PO: Yes. I think they're more refined. I've thought so deepl~ into
some of these things and the feel for rh~thm patterns keeps growing;
-- the feel for getting into counter rhythms instead of just following
along with the music. There are two

wa~s

bones playing can be

monotonous. One is to always play with the same kind of music--bing
bing bing. That's the reason I like to go from Stoptjme Rag to ma~be
Solace. 1 then to "Irish Washerwoman."

And then to another rag-

maybe a rag like Bill Bolcom's Old Adam Chicken Scratch. which is a
blues kind of a thing. And then just something like "Turkish Rondo."
O.K. That's variety of music. The other way bones playing gets
monotonous is if your rhythms lack variety. A variety of music invites

lStoptime Rag and SQlace by Scott Joplin.
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a variety of rhythms and textures from the bones. Sometimes ':lou
want to fo llow the rhythm of the tune, and other times you want to
plaid a counter rhythm.
BL: I'm sure when ':lou first started playing with different kinds of
music you would try different things.
po: Of course when you first start out, the problem is to keep up with

the musicians! And to do something, just something. Generally
speaking, it was pretty much folk music at first. With the folk music
you do something until you get tired of doing that and then you do
something else. Oh, there's a variety of invitations, but not nearly as
subtle as when you get into some other kinds of things.
BL: Do you think it's possible for somebod':l to overplay the bones, or
to play several pieces so that it all begins to sound alike?

-

PO: That's one of the problems, I th';nk. But I've gotten into situations
where I have told the person I was playing with that this would be a
good time for the gUitar to take off. That's why I've showed
audiences that when I'm playing with the gUitar, I'm playing with the
bones "off side," very qUietly. Then the gUitar plalder says, "O.K., Perc.
Take it." Then I make the bones paralle1 1 and the bones cut capers for
a bit. LUhen it's time for the gUitar to come in again, then I qUiet down.
Now when I plaid "The Grouchy Old Man and the Cackling Woman" with
Vincent Tufo,2 I just play along and I only play with one hand because

1The normal plalding position. (For details see Chapter II, pp. 85
86,)
2 When Danforth plays this tune, he makes the pitch of the
bones high for the voice of the old woman and low for the voice
of the old man. (For details on this technique, see Chapter II,
Var~ing Tone Color and Pitch. -4, p.94.) Vincent Tufo is an Ann
Arbor folk musician who plays the fiddle.

.

•
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what's important is a decided change in the color of the sound. The
,---

patterns are as trickld as I can make them with one hand. Or
something like the Stars and Stripes Forever. There's the low stuff
with the trombones and the high part with the piccolo obbligato.
BL: Do IdOU ever drop out completelld in a piece?

.,

PO: Oh Ides.
BL: Then hop back in?
PO: Yes. It's all a matter of planning. That's whld I like to work With a
person and figure out what we're going to do rather than just to wing
it all the time. We deCide where I'm going to drop out; there are even
times when the music, the instrument has dropped out and the bones
just take off.
BL: That's primarilld how ldoU approach a piece. If you're going to have
a performance you get together with the other performer and ...
po: Yes. I alwalds 1..c.y. to! But until theld've plaided with the bones,

some people don't know that there's this potential, I mean that you
reallid have a plan and can do a nice variet'::! of things.
BL: You try different things and discuss a few options and deCide how
Idou're goi ng to do it.
PO: Yes.
BL: When ldoU perform the same piece more than once do IdOU tr,::! to
plaid it exactlld the same way each time, or is it always different?
PO: I think it's different every time because every time it's prettld
much improvised within a frame. But now with something like Mozart's
"Turkish Rondo," I think that turns out pretty much the same each
time because that's divided into such nice areas. You just feel like
doing a certain thing when ldoU get to a certain part.
.:::;:

E;..

I

. ,
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BL: What different types of instrument combinations have you played
-- with?

po: I've played with ever'.:lthing from a s'.:lmphon'.:l orchestra down to a
jew's-harp.
BL: That covers qUite a lot of territor'.:l! What t'.:lpes of pieces did ':lou
pla'.:l with the orchestra?
PO; We played Rossini's La Danse 1 Percy Grainger's Country Gardens.
and I've forgotten what else.
BL: It sounds like '.:l0u've done a variety of music.
PO; Oh yes ... a real variety. And I've played with dance. Did '.:lou
know Liz Bergmann? She was head of the dance department here at
the University of Michigan. She's now in San Diego, I think. Anyhow,
it's a long story. She heard the bones and I saw her about three '.:lears
_afterwards. This was in the kitchen in the old Ark. 2 She had heard
the bones in the Power Center 3 from up in the lobby and went over
and peeked down. There I was with one foot in the footlight playing
the bones. She had thought it was a tap dancer or something like that.
She thought it would be swell with dance, so she said, "Would you be
interested?" Of course I was interestedl So Liz and I spent about
three months just establishing rapport. It got to the place where,
within a broad frame of reference, we established a program. We did
four performances at the School for Dance. 4
lLa Danse (French) or La Danza (Italian).
2A coffee house in Ann Arbor.
3A performance hall at the University of Michigan (U of M), Ann
Arbor. The lobby has a balcony. Apparently Ms. Bergmann was
on the balcony and heard Percy playing on the ground floor of
-~.he lobby.
1'Danforth is referring to the Dance Department at the U of M.
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BL: What sorts of things were you doing with her?

-- po: Roughly what happened was that everything was dark, and there
was a spotlight over here. I started playing the bones a little out to
the back and then I walked into the spotlight, playing. Liz came in
through the other door, obviously intrigued with what was goi ng on.

••

The place began to light up. I went on playing, but I first didn't notice
that she had begun to swing into this dance. Very qUietly I began to
notice, "Gee whiZ. I have companyl" So I had just been "meditating"
with the bones. I began to steam it up a little bit. We got to the place
where we were really going round with this thing. She danced so hard
she finally collapsed. Of course that surprised me; I didn't know what
to make of it. So I moved over to where she was, but just did some
little things to see if I could "bring her to" again. Played over her and
__

she could see what was going on. She finally got up and we changed
time signature and some of these kinds of things so she went into
something else. It got to the place where, because we had done this,
and were doing this, we'd both feel like doing the same thing next.
That's what rapport does. She was surprised when she "came to" and
saw me standing over her doing these simple little things. So she got
up and backed off, but I talked her back. Then we began to dance. This
was the way the thing was worked along; it was just a whole sequence
of things.
BL: So there was somewhat of a plot or story line?
PO: Oh yes. We had in mind, again, a frame of reference and we just
knew we were goi ng to be doi ng somethi ng; there wasn't any
choreography designed for it. It was just Liz and me and the bones.
BL: Have you worked with dancers since then?

.

\-

.
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PO: Yes. I've worked with the dance department, and the vocal
department with Joan Morris. Ever'd 'dear for several 'dears I've
worked with her group. There are alwa'ds a couple of numbers that we
do. And I've worked with Mary Ellen GUinn 1 in the dance department.
She teaches tap dance. We've done recitals With Joanie Morris. So

••

the bones get aroundl

BL: Earlier 'd0u mentioned something about recording with a rock band.
PD: Oh 'des. That was with a couple of rock bands. There was Rough
Water String Band from Rochester, Michigan and the other was a local
group. I have the recordi ngs; they didn't come out ver'::j welL

BL: When you played with the rock bands, what kind of music did you
play?
PD: Fast country kind of stuff; all fast and all loud.

-

I also recorded for New World Records. 2 That was mi nstre 1 show
music. We got a vocal quartet in from Dearborn. They had once come
out second in a national contest; they were good. This was Bob
Winans' group. He teaches at Wayne State University.3 His thing is
the banjo. He's done a lot of work on banjo and minstrel shows. Matt
Heumann and Vincent Tufo also participated. So there was fiddle,
banjo--that was a fretless banjo, which is kind of nice--tambourine
and the bones and this quartet. We did minstrel show music. I think
that record was supposed to have come out last October. We did this

1Adjunct Lecturer in the Music Theatre Dept., School of Music, U
of M.
2The Earl~ Minstrel Show. 1985.
3Since January, 1987, Robert Winans has resided in Washington,
D.C., where he works for the National Endowment for the Arts.
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a couple of years ago. Of course I'm recorded and "TV'ed" at all these
music and folk fest iva ls I go to too.
BL: Has the record you made with the quartet been released yet?
PO: No, it hasn't come out yet. 1
BL: What sorts of things do you think about when you play the bones
unaccompanied? How do you like to structure the performance to
make it what you consider to be a good performance?
PO: That's a little bit subtle. I like to start out with something kind
of simple and then elaborate on that a little bit. Then you just kind of
think, "Well I've done this long enough. I think I'll do something else; I
guess I'll do this."
BL: Do you ever change tempo when you're playing by yourself?
PO: Yes, especially from

~

to

~

time. It's nice to speed things up

because you feel like speeding things up a little bit and then slow
things down. Changing the color of the sound is ntce too, to some of
the real low and real high stuff.
BL: I know you and Nancy Udow 2 have done some improvised duets and
we tried it once. What sorts of things do you consider in that
context?
po: What we've done is the same sort of thing I've done alone, I think.

For example, I've done a stretch of just roll, then tried various
patterns to see what works well with that and what doesn't. I've
found that just as I can play two against three, for example, I can do
the same kind of thing with a seven tap roll against three taps. I think
we found out the other day that there's something kind of nice about
lThe recording was released in the fall of 1985.
2A member of the dance/percussion duo Equilibrium.
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that. Of course we've played stretches and have found that certain
things are nicer to listen to and be involved with. You gain a feel for
what's going on, for rhythms and counter rhythms.
BL: When I improvised with you, the thing I noticed right away was
that we were both listening to each other. Sometimes we'd play

.•

things that complemented each other; sometimes you would be more
soloistic and I'd lay back, and then we'd switch roles.
PO: Yes. I thi nk some of this stuff could be worked out so that it
would really be nice, but we've never really gotten down to really
nailing it down.
8L: When you teach somebody what to play, what things do ljou like to
focus on? What things do you think are the most important right
away?

-

PO: The big problem right away is concentrating on how to hold the
bones. I thi nk that's the toughest part. And there's the incongruity of
hanging onto the bones and haVing such a limp arm. Your arm just has
to be "sloppy relaxed." The simplest move you can make with the
bones is the staccato tap. I've been torn between approaches from
here on. I've tried teaching the tap with the other hand, then going
through a lot of tap patterns. That seems to be very interesting to a
person who is just beginning. However, there seems to be a lot of fun
in getting the first rolls out of the bones too. Then you really feel
like you're doing something. But if you learn the rolls and accented
rolls with one hand, the question arises of whether or not you're going
to teach the other hand to do the rolls too. There's a real sense of
achievement in being able to hear that coming around with two hands.
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In general this is the course I l'ike to take. I think

probab1~

after a

person learns the tap, it's best to do the roll with one hand right off
the bat, then the roll with two hands. That's

ver~

encouraging. Then

go back to the taps and do tap patterns, then taps and ro lls and mix
them up a bit.
BL: How do

~ou tr~

appropriate

wa~?

PO:

.

•

Essentiall~

to teach

somebod~

to

p1a~

with music in an

all of this teaching has been at folk festivals where

I'll see the people for as long as it takes them to be able to rattle the
bones with two hands. If

the~'re

at the festival the next

da~ the~

come back for an updating. If several people show up, I work with
them as a group. If just one person shows up, I have the person just
"swing in" back in the background as I'm demonstrating the bones to
the next group. That's kind of morale building just to be able to rattle
the bones with the music. But I've never had an
with people until I've been invo1ved with
tried several approaches with
and both
~ou

~ou

and

Nanc~

~ou

~ou

and

two. We've

opportunit~ to

Nanc~

p1a~ed

[Udow], I've

things together

have been interested in having me

wa~

p1a~

while

~ou

for me to learn what thi ngs

considered to be appropriate. It was also helpful to have
me

p1a~

pla~.

follow along, imitating what I

BL: Yes, that seemed a good

work

~ou

listen to

alone and comment on how I did.

PO: This advanced kind of thing is

re1ativel~

new. I've never

rea11~

had a chance to work with people who were interested enough in it
when I've been able to work with them.
BL: Have

~ou

ever considered using

an~

kind of notation?
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PO: Yes, verld decided11d' I started making practice sheets about seven
or eight Idears ago with half notes and eighth notes and so forth. But
when I've been involved with somebodld like Bill Cahn, that looks like
music!1
BL: He notates everldthi ng?
PO: Yes. But what I have done is just use sldmbo1s. For example, if
Idou're going to do a roll for two beats, I've just made a wavld line in
place of a half note. I've even considered that as a possibilitld for
people I run across at folk festivals who don't have a musical
background. Lllhen I talked about it with Bill Cahn, he said, "Well, in the
front of the book ldoU just include a page which explains musical
notation." You can do that. I know we [BL and PO] haven't. I know it's
like that in drum manuals.
r-

BL: Yes. The exercises out of the book Idou're working on with him
look similar to a snare drum book in that regard.
PO: Yes. He's a percussion man writing for snare drums. What's Idour
react ion to his approach?
BL: For me, the notation tends to get in the way. As a classical
musician, I was trained to use notation and for a long time was so
immersed in plalding the right notes at the right time that I wasn't
listening to what was coming out. Plalding the bones has helped me
use mid ears a little bit more. You first taught me the basic rudiments
and elements, and then we began to plaid with music. I'd go home and
practice bid mldself, trld out different things, and come back and play

18i11 Cahn, member of the professional percussion ensemble
Nexus, is currentlld working with Oanforth on a bones instruction
book.

.
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for you again. That seemed to work real well for me. I get the feeling
~

that there's not a right way and a wrong way to play with music, but
that perhaps some ways are better than others. It's like jazz
improvisation in that regard. You just have to experiment and find
,
•

out what you thi nk works well for you.
PO: Nancy [Udow] and I have played around with a series of signs, a
sign for a seven tap roll, for example, and you do it a particular length
of time.
BL: Do you think notation would be helpful for someone who is just
learning to play, as well as for someone who already plays qUite well,
but for some reason wants to playa particular piece the same way
every time?
PO: UJhat I had in mind was using notation so that a player could play
- something the same way every time. I also think a good use for
notat ion would be in conjunct ion with the ki nd of thi ng I've been
worki ng on writing [i.e. an instruction book]' I'd like to have a tape to
go with it. Many people wouldn't be able to read a stretch of Mozart's
"Turkish Rondo." I'd like to try using a set of symbols which would
work the same way as notation for gUitar players and ukulele players;
you just have a series of chord symbols. You playa "Bb" chord until
you get up to here where it says to playa

"e"

chord. Instead of using

chord designations I would use symbols which indicated particular
bones rudiments.
BL: I thi nk that's a good idea.
PO: That's what I want to work on. Some of this stuff is a bit
~.

nebulous because all of a sudden the interest in this bones thing has
become much more sophisticated. There are people like you and like
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the people in the School of Music! who are interested in the bones,
who see the same potential that I have seen in them. What do you
think about the use of symbols like that?
BL: It would depend on what my intentions were. If I were playing
folk music with a fiddler, for example, I wouldn't want to use notation.:
Improvisation would be more appropriate. But if I were working in a
situation in which it was crucial that I play the same rhythms every
time the piece was performed, then I think notation would be qUite
helpful.
PD: The question would be whether or not it would be music notation

!

or sign notation.
BL: If I had to do the actual writing, I would prefer sign notation. It
would take much longer to write down bones rudiments using music

-

notation. Also, sign notation would be easier to read; the page
wouldn't be so crowded. But if the bones part was rhythmically
complex, music notation would have to be used.
PD: The kind of notation I'd like to use would tell a player, "You do a
ro 11 from here to here, an accented roll from here to here, with accent
marks. You do it from here until the sign changes." It seems to me it
would be less cluttered than music notation.
BL: In the course of playing one song, you do playa lot of notes. If
you wrote all those notes down it would take up quite a bit of space.
I'm transcribing several of the pieces that you and Neely Bruce did.
For a two-minute piece, I have several pages of notation.

!At the U of M.

.

I
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Have you ever considered playing with a contemporary ensemble,
an ensemble that plays twentieth-century music?
PO: That gets ki nd of rough. I suppose a person could dance to those
kinds of th'ings all right, but I think it would be kind of rough.
BL: Some of them, yes. But I can see the possibility of someone
writing a part in a contemporary piece for the bones. In a situation
like that, you might have to use notation. I think the bones are a
legitimate percussion instrument. I don't see why the bones couldn't
contribute to a piece of music like another instrument could. They
have a distinctive sound; I wouldn't want to rule the possibility out.
PO: Oh no. I should sal:j notl
I don't think I've told you that the people in the Library of
Congress are constantly watching for bones material. The only
material they've turned up I've turned over to you. Pauline Norton 1
turned up a Sousa march. It has bones like that [music which includes
a part written for the bones). But nobody has ever gone in for the
bones.
BL: It's interesting anyway. Maybe someday somebody will write for
the bones. I don't think they have much exposure, so people don't know
they're around. You certainly don't find bones mentioned in
orchestration books or anything like thatl
PO: Bill Albright, six or seven years ago, was going to write something
for the bones. If somebody like that begins to wonder about it, it's a
little hard to put a finger on it. Now the bones do an interesting job

lA former librarian at Clements Library, U of M.
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a cappella. It would be swell now to have a little music stretch come
'in and then back again as you were proposing a little bit ago.
BL: What sorts of possibilities do you see for the bones in the future?
PO: I've wondered about duets, or even a trio--two or three bones
players. If something like that is not carefully designed, it's going to

•

•

sound just like it sounds at a folk festival when a group of people are
learning to play the bones--it's going to be chaotic clatter.
Bones and bull fiddle and gUitar make a beautiful combination. John
Foster' plays the bull fiddle and Julie Austin 2 plays the gUitar. The
bones are kept at just the right dynamics; they just keep the right
color of sound. When we were talking about duets and trios with the
bones, I was reminded about how nice a bull fiddle sounds with

t~e

bones.
BL: Just by itself?
po: Yes. Really, really swell. I've been thinking about the possibility

of different colors of sound. Now maybe one, a bass line, so to speak,
could be low register bones and be relatively simple. And then alto
and soprano parts with the bones.
BL: Now that's an interesting idea.
PO: Probably the low part would be kept very simple. And then the
other two parts would be like what we were doing the other day
together,3 but beautifully deSigned so that it isn't going to sound like
that mess at the folk fest iva1 I was describing. I see some

-

'A double bass player living in Ann Arbor.
2An Ann Arbor folk musician who plays gUitar and fiddle.
3Several dBYs before the interview took place, PO and BL had
done some improvised duo playing.

i
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poss'ibilities. Also, it's been nice when I've played with Greg RossI up
~ at the Michigan Union at Christmas time.

We played Italian music from

the Renaissance. He played gUitar and I used finger cymbals in this
hand and the bones in the other. There are all kinds of possibilities.
Of course I have a three-hole penny whistle and I'm going to send
away for one of these South American pipe things, like pipes of Pan.
BL: To play with the bones?
po: Yes. But the trouble is, the bones don't have an opportunity to do

things when there's just a one-handed bones player playing.
BL: I also wanted to ask you why you consider the bones to be a
worthwhile pursuit. Many people wonder why it's worth the bother.
po: As far as I'm concerned, I get the same feel out of the bones as I

get out of dance. If you like to dance, you like to play the bones. And
~

the nice thing about the bones is that not only do you hear the
patterns but there's the kinesthetics of the thing. I don't know of any
other instrument, although I watched Rob Conway last night down at
Kerrytown. 2 And my, he was really enjoying the kinesthetics of
playing the pianol (chuckle) I guess if you really get into these things
you can feel them all over.
Incidentally, I've been wondering about this. You know Nancy
[Udow] has been working with deaf people. Have you seen people at-
folk festivals is where I keep seeing them--somebody who is doing sign
language for deaf people?
BL: Yes.

--

lA classical gUitar player liVing in Ann Arbor.
2Robert Conway, Ph.D. in Piano Performance from the U of M,
was a student at the time of the interView; Kerry town is a
market area in Ann Arbor, including a small concert hall.

-----
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PO: I've watched some of those people who do beautifully--it's just
~

like a lovely dance to watch them. Nancy has talked about the fact
that she has worked with these deaf people and it occurred to me the
other day to remember that I lived three or four blocks from Gallaudet
College in Washington. That's the national school for the deaf. I went

.

to high school with Percival Hall, whose dad was the president of
Gallaudet, so I used to be invited to their dances and basketball
games. I had deaf friends I used to call on. When I'd call on one of my
friends, I would announce myself by pulling a handle that came out of
the wall. On the end of the handle was a rope that went over the
sashway. I'd let go of the handle and a weight on the other end would
drop and make the floor vibrate. If it did this he knew I was there. At
their basketball games they had cheerleaders. But their cheers were
,--

all stomping rhythms and the cheerleader leading them. It occurred to
me that deaf people might be very much interested in being able to
feel what goes on in the bones. And so the other night I plugged my
ears full of modeling clay. And you know, I couldn't hear the bones, but
I could feel all these things that were going on. So who can tell?
When Nancy 1 comes back she's going to experiment a little bit. So this
is another avenue.
BL: So you basically play the bones because it's something you enjoy
doing?
PO: Oh yes. I l1ke doing it. I like the sound of it. I like the feel of it, I
like the potential, this business of changing, controlling the dynamics,

----------lNancy Udow was out of town at the time of the interview.
'j
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the color of the sound, rh~thm patterns, time signature--~ou just get
involved with all these things. It isn't just like hearing a clock tick.
BL: Do ~ou see the same value in stud~ing the bones as in stud~ing
an~

other instrument?

.

PO: I think ~ou ought to have the answer to thatl (chuckle)

Bl: I think it is. I tend to look at it as a real instrument that
pla~ musicall~.

•
~ou

can

If that's all ~ou pla~, ~ou can consider ~ourself a

musician.
po: Well, that's all I

Bl: I consider

~ou

pla~.

a musician; ~ou're not someone that just makes

noise.
PO: Thank ~ou, Beth. As far as I'm concerned, the bones are a musical
instrument. The~'re being recognized more and more as a musical
instrument b~ people who are in music. Now the thousands of people I
come in contact with at folk festivals are not people, generall~, with
music backgrounds. The bones are just something ~ou rat tle and do
things with. But occasionall~ a few musicians come along, and bo~ are
the~

fascinatedl But the~ still don't know the possibilities or the real

potential of the bones. You can't get all that across 'in just a visit to
a folk festival. You can do a lot of ta'iking, and a lot of demonstrating,
but not nearl~ enough to get somebod~ from "here" to "there." You
can get them started. Then it seems difficult for people, even with
musical backgrounds, to realize the potential. to know what to do.

Bl: In

m~ earl~

classical training as a musician, I wasn't encouraged

much to develop m~ own interpretation of what was on the printed
page. Learning to play the bones was a different kind of music making.
I wasn't looking at music at all; I was listening to it and deciding how
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to put things together. Playing the bones was a new kind of musical
experience for me.
po: Yes. I've seen so many people get hopped up about some simple
little thing, especially in the field of education. I was a school marm
for ten years. And I saw people who would get a little idea. "If that's •
•
true, then this is true. If these things are true, then this must be
true." So they get off into the boondocks somewhere philosophically,
and get so wrapped up with all this crap that they would write books
about it and all this kind of stuff.
I've had some slight misgivings relative to my enthusiasm for the
bones. There are two things I'm really wary of: one is that here's a
white-haired old bunny that comes out on the stage with a couple of
pairs of sticks. Now I do these things and there's enthusiasm-
.

standing ovations and all this kind of stuff. Back in the back of me
somewhere there's always this question: Is this all because a white
haired old bunny is doing this thing, or is this because of the bones?
What I'm interested in haVing them appreciate is the fact that here's
an instrument that's doing swell things, no matter who does it--not
because some old guy is doi ng it.
BL: I think your personality definitely lends something positive to
your performances. It's always enjoyable to hear someone play, but I
noticed at the hospita1 1 that people really liked to watch you play and
listen to you talk, maybe because they were more your age than they
were mine and they could relate to you. Perhaps they thought you had

1A reference to ~ perform~nce by PO ~nd BL at an Ann Arbor
hospital for a group of senior patients.

,
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some of the same prob lems the~ did, ~et ~ou were havi ng a good time,
--

doing all kinds of things.
PO: See, that's it. You were doing the same things I was doing.
Bl: But I think the personalit~ of the musician lends a lot to what
comes out in a performance.
po: Oh ~es. Some actors are successful and some aren't.
Bl: Yes. I think that's important. I guess that's wh~ musicians are
i ndividua1ist ic. If everybod~ played the same way, then music wouldn't
be much fun to listen to.
po: That's right. I started way back in high school being in front of
audiences. I like people.
Bl: I can tell you do.
po: I like to feel the reaction of people and modify the approach to

_

keep 'em comingl
Bl: I think that's something you do real well.
PO: But the thing I'm interested in is to begin to get the audience to
recognize that, "Gee whiz. Here's a simple thing, like castanets are
simple." Of course you can do a lot of nice things with castanets too,
but not as much as you can do with the bones. The fact that the
bones could have existed for so many, many centuries without anybody
ever having recognized the potential of them is interesting to me.
You get into basically two kinds of situations when you play the
bones with other musicians. One is the kind 8ill Albright used to be.
Did I ever pla~ Echoes of Spring 1 for you?
Bl: Yes.

-- lA piano piece by Clarence Williams, Tausha Hammed and W'illie
"The Lion" Smith, 1935.
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PO: When Bill Albright brought that out as a number for us to do, I
,~

could have given him a big hug. It's always been Dizzy FinQers. Kitten
on the Keys l --just loud and fast. Now in Kitten on the Keys we did
work in a little deviation from just tearing through. There was a
session where I did a quiet section with the balsa bones. I used to
use balsa bones for qUiet sections in whatever I was playing. But I
can play qUietly now by manipulating the bones. I don't have to use
one pair to play loudly and another to play softly. That's what I like to
be able to do, just use one set of bones and do all the things that I do
with them, without having to change bones. But I have to be careful
about the selection of the bones.
BL: Most of the time do you play with your white pine bones?
po: 99.99% of the time. But it's not only the selection of the bones

____

that's important; there's also the matter of tuning-the pairs.
BL: You like them tuned so that they're ...
PO: .. , the same pitch. And I feel that that's very important,
especially when you get into rhythm patterns where part of the
pattern is played with one hand and part of the pattern is played with
the other hand, like two against three. Unless they're the same pitch,
you don't get the two against three pattern. Now I've tried four
against five. But that gets to be too complicated. Two against three
you can feel as a pattern. But you get a little bit more than that and
it gets to be hard. Maybe I haven't done it qUite right.

lPizzy Fingers ~nd Kitten on the Keys are piano works by Zez
Confrey.
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BL: Charlie Owen 1 gave a book to me that deals with polyrhythms; I
should show it to you. It tells how to figure out how to playa certain
number of beats against a different number of beats. You can figure
it out mathematically, but when you get thirteen against fifteen or
something like that, you just have to know what it sounds like; there's .
no way you can accurately count the beats of the rhythm if it goes
very fast.
PO: But how does a listener react to thirteen against fifteen or
something like that?
BL: There probably aren't very many people who would know it's
thirteen against fifteen.
PO: Is it a nice pattern to listen to?
BL: I would say it's a bit cluttered for the kinds of things you're
interested in. But there is three against four (demonstrates) and two
against five (demonstrates).
PO: Some of those would be nice. I've never thought about two
against five. The two against three, it seems, works real well. I don't
know to what extent you can sense two against five. But it sounds
qUite different. You can do all of those, two against five ... ; I've
never worked on them.
BL: I'll show you some time; they're not very hard.
PO: O.K. It just does my heart good to see somebody feel the same
way about the bones as I have felt. You can imagine starting out
where I started out with this thing.

lA former professor of percussion at the U of M.
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BL: You've

reall~

done a lot

,,-- elements, and starting to

b~ ~ourself,

pla~

coming up with all the

with two hands.

po: There have been people who have pla~ed with two hands, rattled

with two hands. But
musicall~

nobod~

has ever looked at bones

pla~ing

••

before.
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